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More than 20 years of research and development in the audio guide industry and over 100,000 

units installed worldwide, we have gained experience that has allowed us to create audio guide sys-

tems at the forefront of technology.
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For the Visitors :

• Easy access - no password is required (the Wi-Fi network is open to 

visitors.)

• Free internet connection- this aspect is particularly interesting for foreign 

visitors with no access to 3G.

• Rapid downloading speed - thanks to multimedia data hosting on-site, the 

downloading time of the application is greatly reduced.downloading time of the application is greatly reduced.

• On-site data hosting-  allows a large number of downloads 

simultaneously without limiting the speed of the internet connection.

• Remote access -  it is possible for us to connect to your system from our 

location to perform updates. Therefore, monitoring, maintenance, content 

and software updates are fast and easy.

•• Award-winning security of your data and system information - provided 

by the deployment of a powerful firewall and antivirus at the server’s 

access point.

• URL filtering - make sure visitors only use your internet to download 

apps. We can set your web preferences to only allow access to the App 

Store, Google Play and our data server. This will further secure a fast 

downloading speed.

For the Site:

ADVANTAGES

On-Site Solution for Fast and Secure Downloading

Enjoy a secure internet connection and Wi-Fi open to the public!

MyOrpheo

MyOrpheo is a branch of the Orpheo Group specialized in mobile and internet solutions. As 

designer and creator of custom audio tours for nearly 20 years, we provide turn-key solutions 

for sites who wish to complete their self-guided tour services by offering their visitors access to 

content through various methods: smartphones, tablets, classic mp3 players, internet, on-site 

kiosks, etc.

For fast and secure downloading of applications- on site
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Download the 
Application
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Google Play

Data model of our applications

EachEach application consists of 2 data forms: 
runtime data and multimedia data. Runtime 
data is available via the App Store or Google 
Play, depending on the device used (iOS or 
Android). Multimedia data is heavier and, in 
turn, stored on a dedicated server to ensure 
efficient downloading speed and data control.

On-Site Installation

ToTo allow users to download the application on-site, 
we offer a mini-server that stores the multimedia 
data within the application. In addition, we provide a 
Wi-Fi router that allows visitors to quickly connect to 
the Internet. With URL filtering, we assure that your 
visitors are only using the internet to connect to the  
ITunes Store & Google Play. These solutions greatly 
decreases the downloading time of your applicaiton.decreases the downloading time of your applicaiton.
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How Does it Work?


